
No excavation needed

Colour variants for controlled/uncontrolled crossings

Conforms to DDA/2005 and DETR guidelines

Quick and easy to install

Flexible lightweight tile

Blister or Corduroy profiles

Tactile
Paving communication
Quick to install and out performs concrete

Coming in two different variants - Blister and Corduroy, Tactile paving will convey different messages underfoot to visually 
impaired people of upcoming hazards that they will meet on the streets of Britain. 

Robust lightweight tiles, the ideal alternative to traditional concrete slabs

Hard wearing surface mounted paving

The lightweight tactile paving is made of stone and resin, 
excellent wearing with built in flexibility. The flexibility enables 
the tiles to be laid over minor contours and imperfections in 
the substrate and are easier to cut to shape. 

Unlike concrete paving these tiles can be surface mounted 
using solvent free rubber filled urethane gap filling adhesives. 
Excellent bond strength with non-slump characteristics, with 
no excavation and lasting five times longer under normal usage 
than the concrete slabs.

0208 744 8201

www.trafficmanagementproducts.co.uk



Material                  Flexible Polyurethane
Colour            Red or Buff
Tile size            400x400mm or 450x450mm          
Profile              Blister

Tile coverage per box        400x400mm covers 1.6 squared meters or 
of 10 tiles                                 4 linear meters
           450x450mm covers 2 squared meters or 
           4.5 linear meters

Installation Options          Flexitact or epoxy adhesive
         
DDA 2005 /DETR          Complies to guidelines           
     

The tactile Blister paving is essential to the safety of visually impaired people navigating 
our busy streets.
This profile underfoot gives warning to the change of a footpath that meets a road, where 
there are no kerbs to differentiate the two.

The Buff coloured variant is used for where there are controlled crossing points, such as 
zebra, pelican and puffin crossings. The red variant is put in place where there are 
uncontrolled crossing points such as side road crossings, kerb to kerb flat road humps and 
busy cross overs. 

Blister - Rows of  flat-topped 5mm high blisters

Specifications

Material                  Flexible Polyurethane
Colour            Charcoal or Buff
Tile size            400x400mm          
Profile              Corduroy

Tile coverage per box        400x400mm covers 1.6 squared meters 
of 10 tiles                                 or 4 linear meters

Installation Options          Flexitact or epoxy adhesive
         
DDA 2005 /DETR          Complies to guidelines           
     

Note: The exact colour/tone may vary batch to batch.

Note: The exact colour/tone may vary batch to batch.

Corduroy- Rows of  6mm high rounded bars
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The Tactile Corduroy paving is also very important to pedestrians negotiating 
our footpaths. The profile differs from the Blister profile to convey a different 
message Hazard, proceed with caution’
The Corduroy highlights the presence of specific hazards such as steps, level 
crossings or the approach to on-street rapid transit platforms (LRT).
Comprising of rounded bars running transversely across the direction of the 
pedestrians travel.

We operate a policy of continuous product development and reserve the right to change or improve specification without prior notice. E & OE.
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